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TECHNOLOGICAL EXCELLENCE 
   EXCLUSIVITY INNOVATION

For many years we have researched into the world of music reproduction to try to make it more and more credible and evocative. 
In fact we are all aware that those vibrations that try to reproduce the original event and bring us back to the ineffable charm of live 

are, unfortunately and always, slightly distorting mirrors... 
Now our research and attention have focused on the music reproduction of those circuits that are obligatorily 

rresponsible to amplify the input signal. 
Little by little we have understood that these circuits must not disturb everything that passes through them, we have 

understood that any interference would have affected the authenticity of our musical signal. 
So we created SILENTE: an amplifier where all the electronic equipment must absolutely remain indifferent to the passage of very 

delicate musical signals; an amplifier that must not disturb the harmonic envelope of our beloved music played! 
It was a difficult task that we tried to achieve with the most sophisticated modern techniques.
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The 'ASEC' are dedicated cables, developed by the 
Audiomica Laboratory company for the 'Silente' amplifier. 
The set includes interconnect, power cord and speaker cables. 
Structurally, the cables have been adapted to the MIL-C-5015 
military spec connectors. The proprietary Audiomica plugs are also used.

Features
Output Power: 2 x 120W @ 8 ohm -
2 x 240W @ 4 ohm
Chassis: aircraft aluminum - Murano glass
Dimensions: 380 x 450 x 180 mm
Weight 35 kg
AAvailable other powers only on order

Peculiarities Silente Amplifier 

All the components of this new project are contained in a glass cylinder from MURANO 
(VENICE) immersed in a stabilizing fluid to limit the electrical and thermal variations of 
each component to minimize the thermal drift effect and dampen micro vibrations. 
The internal wiring is connected with rigid copper-silver wireand terminated 
with military connectors. In addiction the massive watertight 
aluminum faluminum frame reduces any small oscillation. 

.

All products carrying the 'ASEC' 
signature are created exclusively for 
the innovative "Silente" amplifier and 
are the only officially recommended 

cables to use with this device.


